IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING. When using electric appliances, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following:

1. To disconnect, turn all controls to the 'O' (off) position, then remove plug from outlet."

2. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before servicing or cleaning.

3. To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not put appliance in water or other liquid.

4. Do not position the unit near heat, gas, oil or other flammable materials.

5. Do not insert fingers or any foreign objects into the unit while it is connected to an electrical outlet.

6. Do not touch unit while in motion.

7. Collected insects within the unit may contribute to fire, so clean insects from the unit frequently.

8. Mount product out of reach from children.

9. Do not touch bulb while in motion.

10. Do not abuse cord - never carry or hang unit by cord or yank it to disconnect from receptacle. Keep cord away from heat, oil, or sharp edges.

11. Use only extensions cords that have plug and receptacles that match the product plug. Replace or repair damaged cords.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these instructions before using the DYNATRAP® Insect Trap and keep for future reference.

1. Always turn unit off and unplug before cleaning.

2. Remove retaining cage and separate the upper body by removing 4 screws (2 screws on the top and 2 screws inside the trap, near the upper part of the fan).

3. Carefully turn bulbs counterclockwise and then pull bulb straight out.

4. Locate and insert the new bulbs into sockets, carefully turn clockwise, and make sure the prongs of the bulb are seated properly.

5. Bulb illuminates, but fan does not turn. 1. Shorted fan. 2. Unplugged unit. Examine fan to see that it is free from foreign matter, dirt or build-up of dead insects. Clean unit as in 'CLEANING' section.


7. No electrical power.

8. Check plug and receptacle and fuse or circuit breaker.

9. Check to make sure power is switched to the ‘ON’ position.

10. Bare bulb. Replace bulb if needed following instructions under "Replacing Bulbs".

HOW THE DYNATRAP® INSECT TRAP WORKS

Flying insects are attracted to the unit by the UV light and CO₂ that is generated by the photo-catalysis between the UV lamps and the special TiO₂ coating. The fun then pulls the insects into the screened hose, trapping them until they dehydrate and die. The base can be removed, allowing the contents to be periodically emptied into the trash.

CLEANING

Clean the trap at least once a week to prolong life of the unit, insure fire prevention, and provide for more efficient operation.

1. Be sure to clean the unit once per week.

2. Switch the unit off and unplug before cleaning.

3. For weekly cleaning, remove the retaining cage and remove any build up from the inside of the retaining cage and fan with a brush.

REPLACING BULB

The Light bulb life expectancy is approximately 3,000 hours (or about 4 months), and should be replaced regularly to ensure optimal UV effectiveness. Even though the bulb’s light may be visible to you, its ability to attract insects diminishes over time.

1. Turn power switch to the ‘off’ position. UNPLUG UNIT, and allow bulb to cool before replacing.

2. Remove retaining cage and separate the upper body by removing 4 screws (2 screws on the back and 2 screws inside the trap, near the upper part of the fan).

3. Carefully turn bulbs counterclockwise and then pull bulb straight out.

4. Locate and insert the new bulbs into sockets, carefully turn clockwise, and make sure the prongs of the bulb are seated properly.

5. If mounting the unit on a wall, place approximately 3--6 feet above floor/ground level for optimal catch rate and easy maintenance.

LIMITED WARRANTY

DYNAMIC warrants to the original purchaser that this product is free from defective materials and workmanship. This warranty is limited to remedy any defective part for a period of one year from date of original date of purchase. Retain your original receipt as proof of purchase. This warranty does not apply to the light bulbs, nor to, in our judgment, misuse or abuse. If this unit has been altered, changed or modified by anyone other than DYNAMIC, this warranty shall be void. This warranty does not apply if this unit is purchased outside the United States, Canada and Mexico. In no case shall DYNAMIC be liable for any accidental, punitive, consequential, or any other damages of any kind for breach of this or any other warranty, expressed or implied, whatsoever. Some states do not allow limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

INSTALLATION & OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Unpack unit.

2. If mounting the unit on a wall, place approximately 3--6 feet above floor/ground level for optimal catch rate and easy access for cleaning.

3. Plug cord into an outlet or UL listed extension cord as described in “IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS” and push the power switch to the “ON” position. For best catch results leave unit on all times, except when cleaning or servicing.

4. Catch rate activity will be higher at night. For best catch results it is recommended to place unit away from other competing light sources. Intended for household use only.

5. This product is equipped with 2-conductor cord and 2-prong polarized plug as a safety feature. This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit in the outlet, then reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, then contact a qualified electrician. To reduce the risk of electrical shock, only plug into a properly installed outlet.

6. Do not insert fingers or any foreign objects into the unit while it is connected to an electrical outlet.

7. Collected insects within the unit may contribute to fire, so clean insects from the unit frequently.

8. Mount product out of reach from children.

9. Do not touch bulb while in motion.

10. Do not abuse cord - never carry or hang unit by cord or yank it to disconnect from receptacle. Keep cord away from heat, oil, or sharp edges.

11. Use only extensions cords that have plug and receptacles that match the product plug. Replace or repair damaged cords.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem:

Bulbs do not illuminate and fan does not spin.

Correction:

1. No electrical power.

2. Check plug and receptacle and fuse or circuit breaker.

3. Bare bulb. Replace bulb if needed following instructions under "Replacing Bulbs".

4. Unplugged unit. Examine fan to see that it is free from foreign matter, dirt or build-up of dead insects. Clean unit as in "CLEANING" section.

5. Fan spins, but bulb does not illuminate.

6. Check all outlets for proper bulb seating and alignment.

7. Replace bulb if needed following instructions under "Replacing Bulbs".

PARTS & ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

PART DESCRIPTION

31050 6-Watt Replacement Fluorescent Bulb (2 pieces)

4-Watt Replacement Fluorescent Bulb (2 pieces)

Bulbs do not illuminate and fan does not spin.

Correction:

1. No electrical power.

2. Check plug and receptacle and fuse or circuit breaker.

3. Bare bulb. Replace bulb if needed following instructions under "Replacing Bulbs".

4. Unplugged unit. Examine fan to see that it is free from foreign matter, dirt or build-up of dead insects. Clean unit as in "CLEANING" section.

5. Fan spins, but bulb does not illuminate.

6. Check all outlets for proper bulb seating and alignment.

7. Replace bulb if needed following instructions under "Replacing Bulbs".

Limited Warranty

DYNAMIC warrants to the original purchaser that this product is free from defective materials and workmanship. This warranty is limited to remedy any defective part for a period of one year from date of original date of purchase. Retain your original receipt as proof of purchase. This warranty does not apply to the light bulbs, nor to, in our judgment, misuse or abuse. If this unit has been altered, changed or modified by anyone other than DYNAMIC, this warranty shall be void. This warranty does not apply if this unit is purchased outside the United States, Canada and Mexico. In no case shall DYNAMIC be liable for any accidental, punitive, consequential, or any other damages of any kind for breach of this or any other warranty, expressed or implied, whatsoever. Some states do not allow limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCCIONES IMPORTANTES DE SEGURIDAD

CUANDO.
Cuando una aparatnte eléctrica, se debe de seguir precauciones básicas, incluyendo lo siguiente:
- Desconecta el enchufe y bajate del aparato antes de dar servicio.
- No toca el ventilador cuando este en movimiento.
- Mantén alejado del alcance de las niñas.

INSTRUCCIONES PARA APARATOS DE DOBLE AISLADO, APARATTO CONECTADO CON CABLE:
En un aparato con cable doble, dos sistemas de aislamiento son provistos, por lo tanto se debe de seguir las instrucciones adecuadas.

INSTRUCCIONES IMPORTANTES DEL APARATO

Sé al lector que las instrucciones de este producto sean de gran importancia para el buen funcionamiento del aparato.

INSTRUCCIONES PARA LA TRampa DE INSECTOS DYNATRAP®

Los insectos voladores son atrapados a la unidad de nivel de la luz y al CO2 (dilución de carbono) que es generado por la fuente de luz que se encuentra dentro de la unidad. Una vez que el insecto ha sido atrapado, se libera el insecto en el exterior y el CO2 se disuelve en el agua, lo que provoca que el insecto muera.

IDENTIFICACION Y RESOLUCION DE PROBLEMAS

Problema: Posible Causa: Corrección:
1. Los focos no iluminan y el ventilador no gira.
   1. No hay corriente eléctrica.
   1. Revise la conexión, el contacto o el broqueador eléctrico.
   2. Asegúrese de que el reemplazo está en la posición “on”.

2. Los focos prenden, pero el ventilador no gira.
   1. El ventilador está en corto.
   1. Revise que los focos estén firmemente colocados en la base del foco.
   2. Cambie las focos si es necesario, de acuerdo a las instrucciones bajo “Reemplazo del foco”.

REPUESTOS Y ACCESORIOS DISPONIBLES

PARTE DESCRIPCION

MODELO: DT0501N

GUARDE ESTAS INSTRUCCIONES